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Black identity: a thematic reader is a collection of short stories, poems, a short play, and personal essays written by both blacks and whites, on the themes of Negro experience and identity in America. Intended as a literary approach to a asocial topic, the book also presents essays of social analysis and commentary, but these pieces have only a secondary role to play. -- Preface (page [v]).

The sequel to Miss Taken Identity: Disgraced ex-Detective Sergeant Phillip Fishmandatu has lost everything - the woman he loves, his unborn child, his promising career, and his unimpeachable reputation. He's hit rock bottom. Then, notorious gangster Jimmy Chadwick comes calling Chadwick's got a job for him, and Phillip can't refuse. The old Phillip believed in truth, justice, and honour. The new Phillip has discovered the twin temptations of revenge and greed. In the tropical heat, the passion of the past and promise of the future entwine to beguile him into recklessness. When Phillip is seduced into swindling the wily gangster out of millions, what begins as skilful misdirection unravels into a desperate scramble for his life.

An easy-to-use source for librarians, students and other researchers, each volume of this series provides illustrated biographical articles on approximately 70 children's authors and artists. The series covers more than 10,000 individuals, ranging from established award winners to authors and illustrators who are just beginning their careers. Entries cover: personal life, career, writings and works in progress, adaptations, additional sources and photographs. Also availa is a cumulative author index, published in odd-numbered volumes.

Contains the 4th session of the 28th Parliament through the session of the Parliament.

The book is a fantasy about animals, containing a lot of trivia, facts, fantasy, and a myriad of pun aspects of the animals. What might happen if, after the destruction of the human race, animals took over? This is a tale about the malicious murder of a few animals and the resulting chase, arrest, and prosecution of the perpetrators. It is told by an elephant to his grand calves. The story covers the murder and the investigation by Chief Inspector Bobby Bloodhound and his renowned team of detectives. They investigate the ant colonies, the beehives, the ocean, the bird sanctuary, the farm, and the wild jungle. There is a chase, a capture, and a court case to follow. Many human comparisons can be made from the behavior and actions of the animals involved.

This work offers references for 30 categories of African literature, including folklore, fiction, poetry, book reviews, journalistic essays, and interviews. More than 4000 entries cover oral and written forms that date from ancient Egypt to the present.
Love

The Ultimate Loss of Control

Rain and Raven Medici are identical twins. Although they come from a loving close-knit family their childhoods couldn't have been more different. Raven went to school and was exposed freely to the outside world. Rain on the other hand was born with a blood disorder and denied many normal childhood experiences. Once grown, Raven becomes a lawyer at their dad's firm Kane & Medici in NYC. Rain along with her only childhood friend Tommy Conte, builds a very successful business as professional photographers. Traveling between Europe and Manhattan, and enjoying a world that was kept from her, Rain vows never to be controlled again. Dominick Kane is a product of his upbringing. He's powerful, self-assured and knows he can achieve anything he desires. Nothing gets in his way. There is only one thing he has ever failed at. A relationship with his father Vincent Kane. Upon his father's death, Dominick vows revenge. The events he sets in motion put him on a collision course he himself will be unable to control. In a bizarre twist of fate, Dominick kidnaps Raven as part of his plan for revenge. Only to discover afterward, he has taken Rain by mistake. Rain knows she can never survive being confined again. So she strikes a bargain with the devil and agrees to help Dominick get back what he feels rightly belongs to him. His father's share of Kane & Medici. Dominick decides to use the strong attraction growing between Rain and himself to control her in every way imaginable. Too bad no one ever taught Dominick you can't control the heart. Nothing could have prepared him for the effect Rain would have on his. Will this plan of revenge turn into unconditional love? Or will Dominick and Rain's need for control ultimately destroy them and any possible chance for a real future together.

Detective Dave is back in two more madcap mystery activity books, each with 20 of the funniest, most challenging games, codes, puzzles and mazes allowed by law! Oh, no! A freaky, frizzy-haired mystery woman has kidnapped Detective Dave! Is she a fan? A spy? Who is this wigged-out weirdo and why does she want Detective Dave?
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When Rain Medici was taken, she never thought in a million years that her captor would be the man of her dreams, but he was. Dominick Kane kidnapped his enemy's daughter. He had no idea that his victim would be the one woman to capture his empty heart, but she did. It's been one full year since the kidnapping that brought Dominick and Rain together. In that time, they struggled with many emotions and fought constant obstacles. They discovered new identities, faced ghosts from their pasts and attacks against their family, that to this day remain unsolved. Yet, regardless of the unexpected challenges, some self-inflicted, Dominick and Rain always knew that their undying love for each other had gotten them through everything. But then the unimaginable happened. Dominick was arrested. The charge? The apparent kidnapping of his wife, Rain Medici. Now, the couple faced a whole new set of challenges. Challenges that brought their pasts forward once again and others which forced each of them to examine who they really were and what they had become. Dominick and Rain's future hung in the balance. They were in the fight of their lives. Would it make them even stronger than before? Or would the delicate threads that held them together in the end, ultimately pull them apart?

Some people say, "the road to hell is paved with good intentions." I say the road to hell is paved with bad decisions and poor choices. I know because I made a lot of them. When your life has been turned upside down the depth of your valley is so wickedly dark it seems difficult to seek God. Excuse Me Miss is a revealing look into the mismanaged lives of women who are denied a destined and purpose filled life. You will be introduced to several Miss-Behaved, Miss-Calculating and Miss-Matched women and become intimately acquainted with the struggles and challenges they face as they try to pull together their misguided and misunderstood universe. Discover the peace joy and liberty in Christ which assures all women a lifestyle free of anxiety, guilt and regret.

Twelve-year-old Kelly Drew can't seem to convince anyone he's actually a boy! A comedy of miss-taken identity for a boy who's too pretty for his own good. Kelly is smart and sassy and the story romps through one miss-adventure into another from lost luggage to madcap escape.

One final grift to set him up for life - and it's a peach. The Marks are fools, the double-cross pure poetry, and it'll net him millions. What career con-man Ricky McAllister hasn't bargained for is ending up a corpse in a rich man's mansion, unwittingly setting in motion a rollercoaster of backstabbing and betrayal. How did Ricky wind up dead, and who will pay the ultimate price for his avarice? Murderous gangsters, bent coppers, cheating wives, greed and lies - in 'Miss Taken Identity', no one is quite what they seem.

People aren't always who you believe them to be. Dominick Kane and Rain Medici started their relationship with one another in the most unconventional way. He kidnapped her. With the kidnapping now behind them, life returns to normal, right? Not a chance. The push, the pull and their fights for control that we've come to love about Dominick and Rain still exist. And so does their passion. People aren't who you think they are. Familiar faces are not so familiar. The past and the present collide, opening up all of those old wounds and struggles once again. Now, everything you thought you knew, gets blown out of the water. Can Dominick and Rain finally heal what's broken? Or will new discoveries push them even further apart. Will love win out and bring them back together? Or will ghosts of the past ultimately destroy their love once and for all.
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